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 Summary

Overview of Financial Sources on the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform

Financial Sources

On the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform, you can access SNL Financial, S&P Capital IQ® Financials, and Third Party Private data. Thematically, the objective for the S&P Capital IQ Pro
platform offering is to combine fundamental financial data from multiple data sources onto one platform where you can seamlessly access the content of your choosing. Each source of
financial data has a flavor of its own that provides unique value based on particular use cases. This document helps you select the best source that meets their needs.

You can set your preferred default financial source via the  settings. Simply use the "Source Preference" selection in the Display Information section to set your preferredUser Profile
financial source. This setting applies to the Corporate Profile, Financial Templated, and Financial As-Reported pages. The ability to change source directly on the pages remains, but the
default returns you to your user profile setting.

https://www.capitaliq.spglobal.com/web/client?auth=inherit#settings/userProfileDisplayInfo
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Description of Financial Sources:

Recommended Source

Recommended Source: The Recommended financial source is not a separate source, but a display logic to show either the SNL Financial or S&P Capital IQ source based on a
company's industry. Instead of having to determine which is the best source to use for a particular company, this option loads the financial source that provides the best detailed coverage
for a company based on industry. When the Recommended source is not available for a company, the next available source loads. For companies with only Third party Private financial
source, it is displayed directly with no Recommended option.

Use Case: Clients looking to access the highest value financial content available for a company benefit from using the Recommended source option. This option eliminates the
need to decide which financial source is best, and exposes you to the value each of our financial sources has to offer. The recommended source is consistent within an industry,
unless that source is not available for a particular company.
Availability: Across the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform: Corporate Profile, Templated Financials, As-Reported Financials
Unique Features & Methodology: The Recommended source option loads either the SNL Financial or S&P Capital IQ Fundamentals.

The logic behind the source displayed is as follows:

The source that is "recommended" for a particular company is clearly labeled within the financial grids.

Corporate Profile:
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Financial Pages (Templated & As-Reported):
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SNL Financial Fundamentals

SNL Financial Fundamentals: Provides deep, industry sector coverage across the following industries: Banks, Insurance, Financial Services, Real Estate, Energy, Media &
Communications, and Metals & Mining. Templated financials are standardized for the industry and presented in a format compatible with how companies report their financials in that
specific industry.

Use Case: Clients focused within a specific industry or interested in deep and granular data.
Availability: Across the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform: Corporate Profile, Templated Financials, As-Reported Financials, Screener
Unique Features & Methodology

Industry Specific Content: Offers extensive supplemental and industry specific data sets, especially across Financial Institutions. Examples include the following: capital
adequacy, asset quality, insurance solvency data.
Templates: Industry specific templates that are organized and reflect reporting of that industry, along with collection methodology specific to that industry. For example,
Total Revenue for a Bank differs from Total Revenue for an Insurance company to reflect the industry methodology.
Restatements: A new financial period instance is only created with a confirmed restatement event. If no restatement is identified, then reclassifications and updates are
made within the originally collected financial period. In addition, within one period, values are updated from multiple sources (i.e. Earnings Releases, 8-K's, 10Q's, etc.).
There are only two period instances available for the SNL Financial source for a given period end: Original (the original period) and Current/Restated (the most recent
period, if a restatement from the original has occurred).
As-Reported Financials: Available for most industries covered under the SNL Financial source for main statements and a few industry specific tables. Represents the exact
presentation of a company's filing.
Click Through: Click through and ratio dissection is available across all company coverage, and directs you to the exact source location of the item in the document. Click
through is currently not available for Segments data and Earnings Release documents.

S&P Capital IQ® Fundamentals

S&P Capital IQ® Fundamentals: Provides standardized data items across all industries, organized in a standard template and 6 industry specific templates. The 'S&P Capital IQ -
Standard' template can be used to evaluate companies across industries, containing the same data items regardless of a company's industry. The six industry-specific templates can be
used to evaluate financial information through the lens of the industry in which a given company operates. Industry specific templates are available for the following industries: Banks,
Insurance, Financial Services, Capital Markets, Real Estate, and Utilities.

Use Case: Clients comparing financials on companies across multiple industries find the most value in the S&P Capital IQ source and specifically the Standard template. The data
items available and methodologies behind them are standardized to allow for apples to apples comparison across companies in any industry. While the Industry specific templates
do provide some granularity within a particular industry, they are not as detailed or industry - centric as the coverage you get using the SNL Financial source.
Availability: Across the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform: Corporate Profile, Templated Financials, As-Reported Financials, Screener
Unique Features & Methodology
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Industry Specific Content: Industry Supplemental pages are available for the S&P Capital IQ source. These are pages that contain supplemental data items reported in the
footnotes and MD&A sections of filings that are specific to the following industries: Airlines, Banks, Healthcare, Home Builders, Hotels & Gaming, Insurance, Information
Technology, Managed Care, Metals & Mining, Oil & Gas, Pharmaceuticals, Real Estate, Restaurants, Retail, and Telecom. These pages are especially valuable across the
industries not covered under the SNL Financial source.
Templates: Standard template that is available across all company coverage for apples to apples comparison of data items. Industry templates are also available across 6
industries, allowing for valuation through the lens of a particular company's industry.
Restatements: S&P Capital IQ creates a new period instance for each financial filing filed by a company. On the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform, these are represented by the
different Reporting Basis: Preliminary (press release filing), Original (first full filing), Current/Restated (most recent restated filing). This creates a "point in time" nature to
the data set, allowing you to track the value of an item across time and filings for a given period. Values within a period are updated from only the one applicable filing and
not from multiple filings at once. Use the 'Restatement Type Code' item found within the Supplemental Items section to understand the instance type of a given period (for
example "P" for Preliminary; "RS" for Restated).
'As of' Financials in Screener: In Screener you can pull financials 'as of' a particular date in time. Access data at the time of a company's Earnings Release to understand
how those financials moved the market. Also view data updates across time when there are multiple filings or restatements for a particular period.
As-Reported Financials: Available for main statements across all covered companies with some standardization to align data items across companies. Referred to as "As
Presented" financials.
Click Through: Click through and ratio dissection is available across all company coverage, data sets, and filing types. Click through to the source document takes you to
the document with a 'search' functionality to bring you to the value and allow them to search on that value throughout the document.
Cross Period Calculations: A cross period calculation is used if no filing is available for a period. For example, an LTM period is calculated using the latest instances of
Annual, current YTD, and corresponding previous year YTD. Use the 'Calculation Type Code' within the Supplemental Items section to understand if a given period has
been calculated and the methodology behind the calculation.

Third Party Private Source

Third Party Private Source: Provides standardized financial data across a wide range of North American and global private companies. Data is sourced from multiple third-party data
providers and is available as a standard template only.

Use Case: Clients focused within the private company space finds most value in the third-party private financial source offering. In addition, the third-party source is standardized
with the S&P Capital IQ - Standard source. Therefore, when you are looking across public and private companies, you can use a combination of the S&P Capital IQ source and
Third Party Private source for company to company comparison.
Availability: Across the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform: Corporate Profile, Templated Financials, Screener
Unique Features & Methodology

Click Through: Ratio dissection of items is available for some companies via click through, but click through to the source document is not available at all for the Third
Party Private source.
Standardization & Accuracy: Quality checks similar to those in place for public companies are available to catch incorrect data received from third-party vendors before it
is made available to clients. Data periods are filtered out if quality checks fail.
As-Reported Financials: There is no separate As-Reported financial offering for the third party private source. That being said, there is an 'As-Reported' section available
on the main statements that offers as-reported items if you prefer those to standardized metrics. These items are appended with "Reported" at the end of the item label.

S&P Global Universal Fundamentals

S&P Global Universal Fundamentals: Allows you to pull data for a given company agnostic of data source, exclusively available in Screener. This source provides you with key
financial metrics based on data available from SNL Financial, S&P Capital IQ, or Third Party Private sources. You can screen across companies without having to specify a single
source of data for each and every company. Using this source ensures data is always returned for a company if available from SNL Financial, S&P Capital IQ, or Third Party Private.

Use Case: Clients pulling financial metrics in Screener and Excel find this source highly valuable when screening across a wide range of companies. You only need to select the
S&P Global Universal version of a particular data item to screen across a universe of companies that has varying availability of each financial source. This is especially useful
when screening across public and private companies together, allowing you to only select one data item that returns data from either the SNL Financial/S&P Capital IQ source or
the third-party private source.
Availability: Available in Screener only.
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Unique Features & Methodology: Delivers financials based on a hierarchy of available sources aligned with the "recommended" source logic used on desktop as described
above. For Banks, for example, the hierarchy would be SNL Financial-->S&P Capital IQ-->Third Party, while for an Energy Company it would be S&P Capital IQ-->SNL
Financial-->Third Party. The Universal item hierarchy is set up at the period level, meaning that the source of items within a given period is consistent, but period to period there
could be variability in source.

Where to Access the Different Financial Sources Across the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform

Corporate Profile: The Financial Source filter is located at the top of the page and controls the source of financials used to populate the Financial Highlights and Multiples widgets.
Source selection is sticky across the Financial Templated and As-Reported pages.

Templated Financials: Financial Source filter is at the top left of the page. Select your preferred source from the filter and the page will automatically refresh and load that source.
Selected source is displayed in the top left column of the grid. Source selection is sticky across the Templated, As-Reported and Corporate Profile pages, and default is based on your
profile settings.

As-Reported Financials: Available as the third filter located at the top of the page, remains sticky across the As-Reported, Templated, and Corporate Profile pages. Selected source is
displayed in the top left column of the grid.
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Screener: The various financial sources in Screener are available in the Companies View and can be found under the Financials category within the Field Selector. Simply expand the
Financials category to access each financial source and all items available within that source. The 'Key Financials' category has been added to make it easy to quickly select key financial
metrics across each source.
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